Perovskites AMO 3−δ attain unique electronic, magnetic, ferroelectric, thermoelectric, mixed-conducting, and other functional properties through selection of the A-and M-site ions, their fractions, ionic sizes and valences, spin states, and orbital orderings, as well as the oxygen content and vacancy ordering. We illustrate here our systematic exploration of the effects of composition, temperature, pressure, and oxygen content on the thermodynamic stability and magnetic properties for La 1−x−y Sr x Ba y MnO 3 manganites. Parameters controlling magnetic transitions are identified through examples of single-valent compounds of RMnO 3 (the Mn-O-Mn bond angles that can be equivalently described in terms of the tolerance factor) and Sr1−xCaxMnO3 (the tolerance factor and disorder described in terms of the variance of A-site ion sizes), and the mixed-valent La0.5Sr0.5−yBayMnO3 (the tolerance factor, variance of sizes, and the local strains described in terms of the elongated Mn-O bonds). By using an example of kinetically stable, atomically-ordered layered-perovskites we show that improved useful properties, such as the increase in the Curie temperature T C and enhancement of colossal magnetoresistive effect at room temperature, can be achieved through decreases in structural distortions such as variance of sizes and local strains.
Introduction
Owing to unusual chemical versatility and structural intricacy perovskite compounds AMO 3−δ can be designed to attain unique electronic, magnetic, ferroelectric, and other properties through selection of the A-and M-site ions, their fractions, ionic sizes and valences, spin states, and orbital orderings, as well as the oxygen content and vacancy ordering. The best-known examples are spectacular high temperature superconducting cuprates (for example Y-123, Y 1/3 Ba 2/3 CuO 7/3−δ ) [1] , colossal magnetoresistive manganites [2] , and recently discovered remarkable cobaltites with spin-dependent thermoelectric power and conductivity [3] . These substances are characterized by strong electron-spinphonon interactions that lead to correlation between structural order (for example, oxygen vacancies and layer order of A/A and M/M ions) and electronic order (for example, superconducting, charge, magnetic, orbital, and spin). Thus, complex oxides are now emerging as remarkably adaptable materials that will play an important role in the next generation of electronic industry and in energy generation, conversion, transmission, and usage. Design of new compounds with tailored characteristics coupled to in-depth investigation of their fundamental properties and correlation of the properties to various orderings and interaction strengths are useful to demonstrate the potential of these materials for applications.
We have been systematically developing an understanding of the relationship between properties of perovskite compounds and their chemical composition, structure, and synthesis conditions to enable the preparation of improved materials and discovery of new compounds. In previous paper we have reviewed strategies used for designing and preparing new perovskite manganites with enhanced magnetoresistive properties and increased magnetic transition temperatures [4] . This effort requires a twofold approach: understanding of the dependence of properties on chemical and structural factors and development of ability for synthesis of desired compounds. In this paper we illustrate our systematic exploration of the effects of composition, temperature, and oxygen content on thermodynamic stability and physical properties of the La 1−x−y Sr x Ba y MnO 3 manganites. Our description will use internal structural parameters such as the Mn-O-Mn bond angles and the [A-O] and [Mn-O] bond lengths, which are obtained with high accuracy from highresolution neutron diffraction measurements. These structural measurements are combined with detailed magnetic and resistive measurements that are performed over wide temperature ranges to provide accurate composition-structure-property phase diagrams, which can be used to discover better materials. First, we will identify increasingly more complex structural parameters, which are controlling magnetic transitions T M in randomly substituted (x, y) perovskites on the A-site. The simplest parameter is the average bond angle θ = Mn−O−Mn (which can be equivalently described in terms of the tolerance factor t
for the single-valent RMn 3+ O 3 compounds with only one kind of R ion located on the A-site [5] . Two parameters, t(x, y) and the variance of the A-site ion
were recently shown [6] to provide more precise description for Sr 1−x Ca x Mn 4+ O 3 compounds with two (or more, for example, La 1−x−y Sr x Ba y MnO 3 ) different cations located on the A-site [7] . According to such a two-parameter model [8] , magnetic materials with cubic symmetries, t(x, y) = 1, and small σ(x) should have maximal T M 's.
We will show that three parameters t(x, y), σ(x), and local strains (which can be described in terms of the elongated [Mn-O] bonds) [9] are necessary for correct description of suppressed T C for nearly cubic or cubic La 0.5 Sr 0.5−y Ba y Mn 3.5+ O 3 . The recently identified parameter of the local strains is responsible for the universally observed suppression of T C for slightly distorted and cubic symmetries contrary to the two-parameter model. We will show that through decreases in the structural distortions, i.e., the variance of sizes and local strains, improved useful properties such as an increase in T C and enhancement of the colossal magnetoresistive effect at room temperature can be achieved for kinetically stable and atomically ordered layered-perovskites RBaMn 2 O 6 [10-12].
Kinetically stable La
We have recently shown that the geometrical concept of tolerance factor can be reliably used to describe the structural stability of the perovskite phase when the effects of varying synthesis temperature (T ) and oxygen content (3-δ) are correctly included in definition of tolerance factor in addition to the usual dependence on composition (x or y) [7] . By using special synthesis techniques knowledge of t(x, y, T, δ) allows to extend chemical composition ranges far beyond those previously achieved for the La 1−x−y Sr x Ba y MnO 3 manganites. FigFig. 1 . Composition ranges for perovskites La1−x−ySrxBayMnO3 synthesized: "In air" -previously known, "Two step" -obtained by a two-step synthesis method, "?" -not achieved to date. The observed average simple cubic and non-cubic crystal structures are denoted by filled squares and filled circles, respectively. Compounds discussed in the text are pointed out. ure 1 shows the compositional ranges achieved in air and by the two-step synthesis method at reduced oxygen pressure. Fully oxidized compounds are subsequently obtained by anneal in oxygen at low temperatures where the oxygen diffusion is fast enough to fill oxygen vacancies but cationic diffusion is negligible, i.e., the perovskite phase is kinetically stable. In the figure there are also denoted compositional ranges which will be discussed in the following sections: 
where W is the band width and ω = (180 − θ)/2 [14] . When the bond lengths [Mn-O] are constant for various substitutions on the A-site but the Mn-O-Mn bonds θ are not straight and altering, the interactions can be described simply as a superposition of 180 and 90 deg bonds leading to the formula for magnetic transition temperatures Figure 2a shows linear relationship between cos 2 θ and tolerance factor t(x) measured at 300 K as a function of composition for more complex single valent system Sr 1−x Ca x MnO 3 . Since we have observed that a similar linear relationship is universally observed for manganites also as a function of temperature (see 
Magnetic behavior for single-valent systems
4+ the structural disorder on the A-site σ(x) introduces clear deviation from this relationship [7, 16] . Figure 3 shows a summary of T N dependence on cos 2 θ and σ(x) for both systems. as such, all RMnO 3 compounds exhibit a highly distorted orthorhombic structure with localized Jahn-Teller distortions. In Fig. 4b we show that also for the Sr 1−x Ca x MnO 3 system the bond length [Mn 4+ -O] remains constant as long as the structure is non-cubic, i.e., for orthorhombic (highly distorted) and tetragonal (slightly distorted) phases. As the larger Sr and Ba are substituted for the cubic Figure 1 shows the compositions for which cubic (filled squares) and non-cubic (filled circles) structures were found. It has been previously observed that samples with a fixed doping level near x + y = 0.3-0.5 exhibit ferromagnetic properties with the Curie temperature, T C , decreasing as a function of increasing Ba content. Decreasing T C observed in La 0.6 Sr 0.6−x Ba x MnO 3 [17, 18] , Pr 0.5 Sr 0.5−x Ba x MnO 3 [19, 20] , and Nd 0.7 Sr 0.3−x Ba x MnO 3 [21] was interpreted in terms of increasing ionic size variance s(x) or increasing [Mn-O] bond lengths. Both of these arguments mainly relied on Shannon's tabulated ionic sizes [22] that differ appreciably from the observed real values for manganites. Here we show that the explanation of T C behavior only in terms of tolerance factor and size variance is not sufficient especially in the regime where structural distortions from the cubic structure are very small. We observe that T C decreases for both tetragonal and cubic phases despite increasing tolerance factor and decreasing variance of sizes. Thus, the explanation of the observed T C reduction in terms of increasing ionic size variance cannot be employed when the accurately measured bond lengths are used. Clearly additional mechanism is required when the crystal structure is cubic or nearly cubic. 
Enhancement of magnetic properties in layered-perovskites
As we have seen above, the rare earth and alkaline earth ions of different sizes and charges introduced into the A-sites of the perovskite structure distort bond lengths [Mn-O] and bond angles Mn-O-Mn, causing local disorder that is cooperatively propagated through the lattice via the shared oxygen in adjacent MnO 6 octahedra. The half-doped manganites RBaMn 2 O 6 provide rich opportunity for investigations of the interplay between distortions and various types of magnetic and charge ordering. Half-doped manganites can be prepared in two phases; as normal perovskites with randomly mixed A-site ions and the A-site ordered perovskite structures in which the layered c-axis is composed of alternating RO and BaO sheets separated by sheets of MnO 2 [23] . Reducing chemical disorder through A-site ordering produces "cleaner" materials that exhibit enhanced magnetic prop- erties [10] . Complex metal-insulator transitions and charge, orbital, and magnetic orderings have been observed over a wide temperature range that reaches 550 K for half-doped RBaMn 3.5+ 2 O 6 materials [24] . We have studied these compounds in an attempt to obtain enhanced colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effects by exploiting the proximity of the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AF) transitions near 300 K [10] [11] [12] . Large CMR effects were indeed observed as shown in Fig. 7 , but, unfortunately, they have turned out to be ineffectual because of the first order nature of the encountered phase transitions. We were, however, able to stabilize the layered perovskite of La 1−x Ba 1+x Mn 2 O 6 over the range of compositions −0.04 < x < 0.10 and increase the maximum T C from 345 to 365 K by suppressing local structural and charge disorder of the randomly mixed phase. Figure 8 shows achieved layered perovskites and randomly mixed compositions and their magnetic transition temperatures for the La 1−x Ba x MnO 3 system. To date we were not able to stabilize similar layered perovskite La 1−x Sr 1+x Mn 2 O 6 compounds for which T C of 400 K is expected.
Conclusions
Once parameters controlling physical properties of AMO 3 perovskites are identified, they can be controlled through selection of the A-and M-site ions, their fractions, ionic sizes and valences, as well as the oxygen content and vacancy ordering. We have illustrated here our systematic exploration of the effects of composition, temperature, and oxygen pressure for achieving new La 1−x−y Sr x Ba y MnO 3 manganites with enhanced magnetoresistive properties [12] . Parameters controlling T M were identified using examples of single-valent compounds of RMnO 3 (the Mn-O-Mn bond angles or equivalently the tolerance factor) and Sr 1−x Ca x MnO 3 (the tolerance factor and the variance of A-site ion sizes), and the mixed--valent La 0.5 Sr 0.5−y Ba y MnO 3 (the tolerance factor, variance of sizes, and the local strains). By using an example of kinetically stable, atomically-ordered layered--perovskites we have shown that improved useful properties, such as the increase in T C and enhancement of CMR effect at room temperature, can be achieved through decreases in structural distortions, variance of sizes, and local strains that are typically suppressing magnetic properties.
